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Minutes of 70th Periodical Conference of Controllers of Stores of all 
Indian Railways & Production Units with Railway Board held on 23rd & 
24th October, 2009 at South Western Railway, Hubli. 
 
1.1 EDRS(G) welcomed all the participants to the 70th Periodical 
Conference of Controller of Stores of all Indian Railways & Production Units.  
Priority items in key thrust areas such as Depot modernization, Availability of 
items, Inventory Management, Scrap Earnings, Coverage of Demands – 
Stock & Non-Stock both, Management of Suspense Balances, System 
Improvements, MMIS & E-Procurement etc. were slated for discussion in the 
conference. 
1.2 During the conference, the performance of all the Zonal Railways & 
Production Units in priority functional areas for the first half of the current year 
2009-10 was also reviewed viz-a-viz their proportionate targets. 
 
2.0 Address by AM/RS: 
2.1 Availability of Items: 

AM/RS complimented all the Railways, for achieving the target for 
overall availability of stock items as 95%, especially SER, ECoR & 
SECR for achieving cent percent availability of safety items.  However 
he exhorted the Railways to achieve cent percent availability of all 
items at all times.  He indicated that with enhanced delegation of 
powers, e-procurement and better industrial climate, this should be 
possible. 
AM(RS) mentioned that availability of safety items & overall availability 
has been improving over the period, but it does not truly reflect the 
satisfaction level among the consumers. He advised COSs to pay 
attention to customer satisfaction by getting a regular feed back from 
workshops and divisions and also ensure timely availability of non-
stock items. 

2.2 Inventory Management: 
AM/RS stated that Production of Diesel & Electric Locos has been 
increasing. This year there are ambitious plans for production of 480 
Locomotives. Similarly target of coach production has also been 
increased for RCF and ICF.  He advised all PUs:  

(a) For better material planning, with cent per cent availability of all 
items to sustain such high level of production levels.  

(b) For taking care in regulating deliveries in phased manner to 
avoid piling up of high stock levels at the fag end of the year.  

(c) For close monitoring of Inventory incl. suspense balances by 
COS’s personally at regular intervals. 

He advised CLW, DLW, ICF & RCF to closely monitor high inventory 
balances and defer/regulate deliveries where adequate stocks/ 
balances exist.  
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He advised the Railways to ensure that their Inventory Turn Over 
targets are adhered to by ensuring staggered deliveries in all high 
value contracts.  The progress must be reviewed at COS level 
regularly.   

 
He cautioned CLW & DLW to avoid high purchase suspense which 
indicates inefficiency in their system which may result in complaints 
from vendors.  Suspense balance as currently reflected by DLW & 
CLW respectively should be cleared on priority by reviewing on at least 
monthly basis at the level of COS. 
AM(RS) informed COSs about high Inventory levels under WMS also 
in Production Units which needs to be reduced in consultation with 
CME/CEE and FA&CAO to bring improvements in overall Inventory 
levels. 
He advised that the materials booked to WIP/WMS at any point of time 
should be reduced to about a month’s level by all PUs. 

2.3 Scrap Management: 
AM/RS expressed his dissatisfaction as sale earnings upto end of 
Sept, 2009 in most of the Railways (except SCR, SECR, NWR, SR & 
CR) are falling far behind their proportionate target.     
He stated that the target for sale earning for the current year has been 
fixed based on Railways performance in last year, and inputs received 
from each railway and also in consultation with Engineering and 
Mechanical  Directorates of Railway Board.   
COSs were advised to make an appropriate action plan to augment the 
same by identifying and exploring more scrap for sale in the coming 
months and advise the same to Railway Board.  
COSs were advised to ensure that system of accountal of scrap & their 
disposal and RP fixation is put in place properly.   
He emphasized the need for expeditious sale and disposal of all kinds 
of scrap to avoid further erosion in its value, and thus obtain maximum 
advantage to Railways. 

2.4 Depot Modernisation: 
AM(RS) stated that during the last COS Conference, all Railways were 
advised to select atleast one depot attached to workshop/shed for 
modernization with ASRS based warehousing. This was also followed 
up by DO letter from him to all COSs for initiating proposals for such 
modernization using deployment of ASRS based modern warehousing 
techniques.  He expressed his displeasure as no concrete proposals 
(except for RCF) have been received so far from any Railway in this 
regard.   
Railways were again advised that the details of ASRS based 
warehousing as successfully installed at RCF ( even though a smaller 
unit) should be collected, examined and proposals initiated duly 
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concurred by Finance and submitted to Railway Board by all PUs and 
by Railways also for their major workshop attached depots at the 
earliest on similar lines. 

2.5 On modernization of Printing Presses, AM/RS observed that despite 
this being MR’s budget pronouncement, no proposals for 
modernization of printing presses have come from NR & CR yet.  They 
must submit proposals within one month’s time.  

2.6 Strengthening of Divisional Organisation:  
AM/RS stated that in the last COS Conference, emphasis was laid on 
the need to strengthen the divisional purchase organization by creating 
additional posts at junior/senior scale level for improving material 
availability in each division for small value items and to bring some 
relief to Headquarter purchase office which should delegate purchase 
of small value and commonly available items in local market at 
Depot/Divisional level.  Such additional posts should be created using 
provisions available in Sales and Construction estimates for each 
division.    
Railways were once again advised to post of least one AMM/DMM in 
addition to one Dy.CMM in each Division by 31-03-2010 so as to 
strengthen the divisional organization for better availability, customer 
care & support.  

2.7 Tender Finalisation: 
AM/RS expressed his unhappiness on the issue of settlement of AT 
cases as number of pending tender cases beyond 60 days is still going 
up on most of the Railways inspite of simplification of purchase 
procedures, enhanced delegation and use of I.T. applications such as 
MMIS and e-procurement.  
He stated that all tender cases must be finalized within 60 days without 
exception. COSs were advised to put in place an effective and close 
monitoring mechanism to reduce the delays in tender decision making 
and to monitor personally and guide purchase officers wherever 
necessary to ensure achievement of this target.   

2.8 Use of IT, MMIS & EPS: 
AM/RS advised Railways that MMIS should cover Stores finance and 
Stores bill passing module also as already implemented by few 
Railways such as SECR, SWR, and WCR. The other Railways should 
consult these Railways for obtaining necessary guidance and training 
support for implementing the remaining Module of MMIS.  SER had 
also implemented demand coverage tracking module on internet by 
indentors, purchasers & users etc. which should also be used by other 
Railways. 
AM/RS complimented CR, NR, SECR, SCR, WR, NCR, RCF and 
DMW who have switched over to 100% e-procurement. He cautioned 
ER, ECR, CLW & SWR as their progress was very sluggish inspite of 
this item being monitored at the highest level in Railway Board.  
GM/CRIS was requested to provide more training and support to ER, 
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CLW & ECR as they do not have well trained support staff in IT 
functions on their Railways.  
He again advised all Railways to switch over to 100% e-procurement 
by 31st Dec. 2009.   

2.9 Demand Coverage: 
AM(RS) complimented NR, NFR, ECoR & NWR as they have covered 
more than 99% of their stock demands, three months in advance of 
Contract Period. He cautioned CR & ECR as timely coverage of stock 
demands was very poor, being less than 90%. .  
AM(RS) stated that there should not be any non-stock demand 
pending for coverage beyond six months but it is seen that NS 
demands are awaiting coverage even after a period of one year on 
NCR, RWF & CORE.  Similarly NR, WR, CLW, SWR, & SR also have 
to improve coverage of NS demands within 6 months.  

2.10 Man-power planning: 
AM(RS) stated that during last COS conference Railways were advised 
to send proposals for creation of SAG  posts on scrap disposal where 
scrap disposal is more than Rs 200 crores, however it is seen that no 
proposals for the same have been received. These proposals have to 
be expedited.    
AM/RS advised COSs to train their staff regularly and keep on 
updating their knowledge on regular basis, for improved performance.   
He stated that all staff/officers should be given adequate exposure in 
all spheres of working i.e. purchase, depot, divisions, IT areas for 
multitasking.  Some Railways are yet to show improvements in key 
functional areas, for which they should plan in advance and take 
support from successful Railway units. 

2.11 AM(RS) finally suggested that inter-departmental synergy must operate 
for achieving these goals and stores department should play a pro-
active role.  The shift should be from department specific goals towards 
achievement of overall objectives of IR. 

 
3.0 Address by GM/RWF 

GM/RWF mentioned about the past practice that existed under steam 
loco era,  three to four decades ago that Railways were making 
everything in-house, the quality of items was assured and the response 
of officers and staff to the emergent need of field officers was highly 
instant.  However, in the present era of procurement of almost all items 
from trade, the quality of goods have deteriorated from approved 
sources and the response time is also not so quick now a days as in 
the past.   Efforts should be made by us to improve the quality of 
materials received as a large number of efficient and cost effective 
technologies for mass production are available now.  For better 
customer care, it is desired that all officials should respond quickly to 
the end users’ requirement by delivering the quality goods as per their 
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need.   He also endorsed the need for inter-departmental synergy in 
meeting the overall objectives of Indian Railways. 

 
4.0 Address by MM 
 

4.1 MM welcomed all the Controllers of Stores & other delegates from 
Zonal Railways & Production Units for the Conference. 

4.2 MM stated that there is a need to avoid delays in finalizing tenders 
which is possible with a well laid out Annual procurement strategy.  
Procedural bottleneck, if any should be addressed & done away with at 
the earliest, only then laid down time table for tender finalization can be 
achieved. 

4.3 It was informed to COSs that by the year 2020, 1800 MT of freight 
traffic has to be carried.  On top of it, passenger traffic is growing at the 
rate of 10% every year.   Thus in a decade from now, traffic volume will 
become more than double of the existing volume.  Such higher volume 
of traffic will need doubling of the existing capacity of rolling stock.  This 
is the area where role of Stores & Mechanical Department become all 
the more important. All efforts need to be synergized jointly by Stores & 
Mechanical departments to achieve it.   

4.4 MM observed that except for a few Railways such as SECR & SCR, 
most of the Railways are lagging behind their proportionate target for 
scrap sale earning. MM stated that the target of Scrap sale have been 
fixed based on the actual performance of last financial year & these 
must be adhered to. All Railways must identify the potential locations & 
intensify their drive for identification, generation & disposal of scrap in 
the coming months.   
Recently Hon’ble MR has also desired that an effective action plan be 
put in place involving all concerned departments to ensure adherence 
of the targets. Therefore this item must be accorded highest priority and 
given personal attention by COSs.    
To get maximum value from the scrap, MM advised to dispose off scrap 
immediately and the ideal situation would be to dispose off scrap, the 
moment it gets generated. 
With regard to more generation/ mobilisation of Scrap, he advised 
COSs to send Sr.  DMMs/Dy.CMMs out in the field alongwith Sr.DENs 
& to have meetings with ADRM/ DRMs as well on the issue. This 
assumes more significance as a lot of scrap Rails & sleepers are still 
lying at places from where their removal may be difficult.   

4.5 Depot modernization/up gradation: 
MM advised COSs to plan for, implement & to create efficient storage 
facilities on their Railways.  He further advised Railways to go for 
modern High-rise stacking system preferably intelligent ASRS in atleast 
one depot attached to workshop/shed to serve the customers better & 
to reduce covered storage space & to enhance productivity. 
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 He advised to enhance mechanized working of depot as this will reduce 
multiple handling of materials in depots as well.   

4.6 MM stated that even though the targets for Turn Over Ratio (TOR) for 
Production Units have been kept more liberal as compared to the Zonal 
Railways so that they are able to absorb the impact of changes in 
production programme at a later date, all production units should 
closely monitor their Receipt & Balances of High value items at regular 
intervals. Delivery of all such high value items must be staggered & 
should match the work flow of month-wise manufacturing & production 
levels.  

4.7 MM advised Railways to extend MMIS to end users to reap the 
maximum benefits by all users including indentors and consignees.   
He advised Railway to implement Finance module of MMIS also so that 
all information related to contracts is available in single place. 

4.8 MM stated that E-Procurement not only improves transparency in 
tendering process, but also make tender management simpler, easier 
& faster. MM advised CLW, SWR, ECR & ER to intensify e-tendering to 
ensure 100% switch over.  

4.9 MM stated that presently almost all items needed for 
manufacturer/production of all types of requirements are being 
procured from trade instead of manufacturing inside shops which was a 
trend till recently.  He stated that under-frames, side walls, end walls 
etc. which were being made by Production Units themselves in house,  
have also been outsourced.  Since these are bulky items, their 
deliveries should be phased out as per manufacturing/ production 
programme so that there is no space constraint in the stores depots 
and workshops.    

4.10 MM stressed the need for reduction in tender settlement time. He 
stated that now production plan is being issued for a period of two 
years instead of one year, so, Production Units may plan for 
procurement of ‘C’ category items well in advance and tenders may be 
floated for the requirements of two years to the extent possible.  This 
will reduce the bunching of tenders during the peak workload period on 
purchase office.  He however cautioned Railways to ensure staggering 
of the deliveries in phased manner. 

4.11 MM stated that there is a lot of delay in procurement of M&P items.  He 
stated that presently about 5000 indents for procurement of machines 
are pending with Railways. He advised Railways to draw an action plan 
for liquidating the same at the earliest. 

4.12 MM laid stress on the need for Training institute for materials 
management.   He stated that till the time proper infrastructure is built 
up, existing facilities at IRIMEE, Jamalpur may be shared by stores 
department also. 

4.13 MM advised all Railways to convert all non-stock items being procured 
on regular basis into stock items so that procurement action for such 
items shall be planned timely which will result in adequate availability of 
items at right time. 
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4.14 With regard to Printing Press, MM advised Railways to run printing 
presses with more productivity & at lesser cost from trade with timely 
delivery schedule as per users’ requirement. MM stated that Presses 
should be self sustaining with good quality of output. 

4.15 MM desired that the delegates in the conference should deliberate on 
further simplification of procedures related to procurement, depot 
functions and disposal of scrap etc. 

5.0 Address by CTE/CVC: 
 CTE/CVC advised that: 

i. All decisions taken should be recorded in file, with reasons. 
ii. All Tenders should be dealt with consistency and in most 

transparent manner. 
iii. In case of Issue of new specification or modification to existing 

specification, estimated rates should be provided, by 
specification formulation agency. 

iv. All tender documents must cover adequate eligibility criteria for 
fairness and equity among likely tenderers. 

6.0 Address by EDV/S: 
EDV(S) informed COSs about the irregularities noticed in certain cases 
investigated by Vigilance recently.  Some of these are: 
 

(i) Sale of accidental rolling stock by Division, not authorized to 
do so.  Sale was affected at about 1/8th of reasonable value 
without following proper procedure. 

 
(ii) Abnormal delay in accountal of the supply received against 

depot purchase order placed to meet urgent requirement. 
 
(iii) Expiry of delivery period of a contract during processing of a 

case.  This resulted in non-operation of option clause and 
subsequent procurement of this quantity at higher rate.  One 
stage in the processing of the case could have been avoided 
as per extant guidelines. 

 
(iv) Placement of purchase order (PO) mentioning four brands of 

an item.  These were appreciable difference in market prices 
of four brands.  This resulted in supply by the firm of that 
brand whose MRP was much below the PO rate. 

 
(v) Irregularities in Depot/Divisional purchases under 328-S not 

following the proper procedure laid down for such purchases.  
Not maintaining list of approved/standard suppliers for issue 
of LT/BT. 
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EDV(S) also advised at TC should ensure following of instructions laid 
down in RBS 29/2008 and RBV 01/2006.   TC minutes should contain 
undertaking to this effect in manual tenders. 

 
 
7.0 Discussion on agenda items: 

 
7.1 Availability of safety items: 

 
Target for availability of Safety items is 100%.  On CR, NWR, ECR, 
WR & SWR, the availability of safety items needs a lot of improvement.  
These Railways should take proactive actions to ensure 100% 
availability of safety items as per the targets. 

 
7.2 Overall availability of Stock items:   
 

Although all Railways have achieved the target for overall availability of 
stock items as 95%, Railways were advised to aim for cent percent 
availability of all items at all time, making use of enhanced powers of 
procurement.  The same is possible as more than 99% availability of 
stock items has been achieved on SECR & SCR. 
 

7.3 Inventory Management: 
 

(i) Closing balances as on 31-07-2009 are very high either in 
absolute terms or w.r.t. Closing balance as on 31-07-2008 on CR, ER, 
NR, SER, WR, NCR, SECR, WCR, CLW, DLW, ICF & RCF.   These 
Railways should carry out detailed analysis for having such high 
closing balances and take necessary corrective actions by deferment 
of the deliveries wherever adequate stock exists. To avoid such 
alarming situation, all COSs were advised to do periodic review of 
inventories at their levels and do scheduling of receipt as per 
production/ maintenance requirement and to do deferment of supplies 
wherever needed.   
 
(ii) The purchase suspense as on 31-07-2009 is at wide variation 
from BE on NWR, WCR, DLW & CLW. This situation was considered 
as very alarming specially on CLW & DLW.  These Railways were 
advised to clear their Purchase Suspense balance immediately in close 
co-ordination with FA&CAOs.  Further Sale Suspense as on 31-07-
2009 is very high on NR, NWR & DLW.  It was advised to Railways to 
clear sales suspense balance immediately. 
 
(iii) COSs were advised to ensure uniform flow of issues and 
receipts of material so that inventory remains at optimum level through 
out the year.  
 
(iv) COSs were also advised that Inventory levels should be 
monitored through out the year to keep them at the lowest level round 
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the year and not just only at the end of year.  COSs of Production Units 
were asked specially to take a note in this regard. 
 

7.4 Revenue generation through disposal of scrap 
EDRS(C) stated that Railway Board has fixed a target of Rs. 

3000 Crores for scrap sale based on the amount of generation of 
Rails/P.Way items given by Engg. Dte. and of coach, wagon & locos  
by Mechanical Dte.  The assessed value is arrived based on the 
average rate of last six months for that Railway.  To make it stiff but 
achievable target, this has been increased by 9%.  I hope this is 
achievable as in all the years in the past, the targets have not only 
been achieved but they have been surpassed despite various 
constraints. 
 
 The requests of Zonal Railways to reduce the targets is not 
acceptable.  The targets have also been advised to Parliamentary 
standing committee, who is reviewing the whole gamut of scrap 
disposal on IR. 
 
 EDRS(C) stated that initially we were lagging behind by 60% of 
the proportionate targets but due to improvement in economy recently 
and with enhanced trade activities, the rates are getting stabilized, thus 
resulting in enhanced disposal of scrap in the past two months.  
Presently in overall disposal of scrap, we are behind by only 22% of 
the proportionate targets. 
 

EDRS(C) stated that Scrap Sale performance of ER, SER & 
SWR need special attention as the actual sale is far below their 
proportionate target. Similarly sale earning at WR, ECoR, NFR, WCR 
also need to be pulled up as these are also falling behind their 
proportionate target. 

 
EDRS(C) advised Railways to: 

 
(i) Map and mop the scrap lying along the track by sending Sr. 

DMMs, DMMs & Dy. CMMs on the section for inspections. 
(ii) Update data on website the moment auction is over. 

 
7.5 MMIS: 

 
From the status sent by Railways, it was seen that: 
 
(a) CLW, ECR and NER are yet to implement Purchase Module and 

Depot module.  The Railways/PUs are advised to consult 
successful nearest units and intimate the revised target dates. 

(b) ER is yet to implement depot module.  The Railway is advised to 
intimate the revised target date. 

(c) Most of the Railways are yet to implement finance module.  
Railways should expedite the same by taking assistance from 
SECR, WCR, ECoR & SWR who have implemented the same. 
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7.6 E-Procurement: 
 
All Railways were advised to implement E-procurement for all items 
and achieve 100% E-tendering latest by 31-12-2009.  It was again 
emphasized to do away with the practice of detailed printing of 
electronic offers at time of tender opening stage.  
GM/CRIS was requested to consider providing extra training support 
for ER, ECR & CLW. 

 
7.7 Depot Modernisation & Works Programme: 
 

MM advised Railways to make a blue print of complete depot 
modernization of depots first and then break the same under two 
seperate parts - civil works and M&P.  For civil works, adequate powers 
as delegated to DRMs & GMs, must be utilized to maximum extent.  
Similarly, small value implements should be procured under GMs 
powers for OOT sanction of M&P.  Only remaining part of proposal 
should be sent to Board for approval. As very high value projects are 
not likely to get approved due to various reasons including paucity of 
funds therefore, low cost projects may be sent, in two or three phases.  
MM advised that proposals for depot modernization / upgradation of 
stores depots attached with maintenance units, workshops, production 
units, locosheds etc should be properly sent under plan head-42 as 
such stores depots are part & parcel of these units.  As major general 
stores depots are independent stores depots so their Upgradation/ 
Modernisation proposal will be covered under plan head-66 only.  
Normally the works needed for upgradation of stores depots are such 
that these can be covered under the powers delegated to DRMs & 
GMs.  
COSs were advised to expedite submission of their proposals for 
Depot upgradation/modernization & Works Programme at the earliest. 
 

7.8  Tender Committee cases pending for more than 60 days: 
  

From the position sent by Railways, it appears that on most of the 
Railways, number and percentage of AT cases awaiting finalization 
beyond 60 days is showing an increasing trend specially at junior levels 
which indicates lack of proper monitoring system.  
 
CR, ER, NR, WR were advised to improve their performance in this 
regard and to take proactive action to settle tenders within the period 
specified.  
 
All COSs were advised to put in place an effective monitoring 
mechanism and to settle all AT cases within 60 days without exception. 
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7.9 Demand coverage – Stock items – CP starting in next 3 months 

It was advised to Railways that Stock items awaiting coverage where 
contract period is starting in next three months, must be NIL, as all 
contracts must be put in place at least three months before 
commencement of Contract period. 
 

• Position of Demand coverage position for stock items where CP 
starting in next 3 months is poor over CR, ER, SER & ECR.  This 
should be reduced to NIL over next 3 months period.    

 
7.10 Demand coverage – non-stock demands awaiting coverage 

beyond 6 months/12 months 
  

It was advised to Railways that there should not be any non-stock 
demand pending for coverage beyond six months unless the same is 
kept pending due to some decision taken consciously. 
 
Position of non-stock demands awaiting coverage beyond 12 months 
is not satisfactory on NCR, RWF, CORE, WR, CLW, RCF, ER & SWR. 

 
Similarly position of non-stock demands awaiting coverage beyond 6 
months is not satisfactory on NR, WR, CLW, SWR, NCR, SR, RWF & 
CORE. 

 
7.11 Customer care & Field Inspections: 
  

Railways were advised to ensure visit to divisions and depots by 
Dy.CMMS & CMMS as per laid down schedule and to hold co-
ordination meeting in division so as to resolve/sort out a large number 
of issues at field level resulting in enhancement of customers’ 
satisfaction.  COSs should send a report of compliance of Board’s 
instructions in this regard. 
 

7.12 Man Power Planning:  It was advised to COSs to send proposals for 
creation of additional SAG posts on scrap disposal where scrap disposal is 
more than Rs 200 crores. 
 
7.13 Suggestion by Railways: 

 
Railw

ay 
Suggestions  
 

CR 
NR 
SR 
WR 
ECR 

Security Deposit: 
Firms registered with RDSO/ICF/RCF/CLW/DLW/CORE are unwilling to pay 
Security Deposit in case of tenders valuing above Rs.10 lakhs.  
 
 
Board’s View: The decision to call for Security Deposit for procurement of 
Safety items was taken by full Board based on Safety Committee 
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recommendations. However, Competent Authority/ Tender Accepting Authority 
may consider exemptions on case to case basis on merit of each case, based 
on TC’s recommendations.  It was also advised to Railways to load the offer of 
the firm appropriately for inter-se ranking wherever they have refused to submit 
Security Deposit.  Such stipulations should be made in the tender document 
itself as tender condition. 
 

NFR 
SER 

Revision of Trade Group Booklet & registration of vendors: 
 
Board’s View:  As suggested by SER, Registration should be considered 
itemwise (PL wise) and group wise/sub-group wise wherever trade groups 
alone are not considered appropriate or adequate.  The whole issue shall be 
revisited by the Board for corrective action.  Meanwhile registration of vendors 
can be done specificationwise/ PL/Itemwise for more clarity, wherever needed.  
 

SCR 
ECoR 

Reclassification/categorization of staff: 
(i)   Clerical staff: Jr Clerks & Sr.Clerks in Stores Deptt.. 
 
Board’s View: Board has in principle already approved change of designation 
of Jr Clerks as Jr Purchase Assistants & Sr Clerks as Sr Purchase Assistants, 
with enhanced qualification of graduation in Science and Commerce. The 
matter is under discussion with both the recognized unions after which the final 
decision would be taken by Board.  This needs to be expedited. 
 
(ii)  In stores Department, none of the categories have been declared as 
essential or safety. As a result of which lots of problem arise in processing 
cases for direct recruitment. At least 2 categories of staff viz Chasing inspectors 
in Hqrs. (Purchase office) and DMSs of Depots should be declared as essential 
categories. 
 

Board’s View: A memorandum would be moved for Board’s approval. 
SCR  
RCF 

Reduction in tender opening due date in EPS 
 

Board’s View: Railways can frame their own guidelines in this regard keeping 
in view transparency, equity and fairness in tender process.  In any case 
minimum reasonable time  in terms of GFR should be allowed for competitive 
bidding.   

SER 
ECR 

Recently, DG/RPF/RB has advised all field units to go for out-sourcing of 
security, as RPF is getting increasingly involved in the safe running of trains 
and security of passengers.  As per 1242S, either departmental chowkidari staff 
or RPF should be deployed for maintaining security aspect of the depots.  
Besides this RPF needs to be involved in various activities related to disposal of 
scrap.   
 
Board’s View: This is to be examined and processed in Board’s office. 

NR 1.   Power to Depot Officers for Petty Repair: 
Depot Officer be given powers upto Rs. One Lakh for any kind of repair works 
concerning Civil Engineering.  
 
Board’s View: Powers for such delegations are with GMs of the Railways 
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so Railway should consult PCE on this issue under GM’s delegation.  
 
 
2.   Enhancement of power of Depot Officers to sanction repair & 
maintenance of Motor Vehicles, Material-Handling Equipment, Plants & 
Machinery etc: 
Powers may be delegated to depot officers i.e. Rs. 25000/-, 10000/- & 5000/- to 
Dy.CMM, SMM & AMM respectively in each case, without finance concurrence, 
to avoid delay in repair & maintenance of M&P items.  
 
Board’s View: Such delegations are within GM’s powers.  Therefore, such 
powers may be exercised with the approval of competent authority as per 
railways own SOP  under GM’s powers 
 
3.   Provision of Training Institute : 

 
Board’s View:  
(i) Detailed proposal in this regard will be required with finance concurrence & 
with the approval of competent authority for examination and further action 
indicating scope of work, manpower planning with cost of project for sanction. 
 
 (ii) On this issue, MM advised that till the time such training institute is 
established, the existing facilities/infrastructure in IRIMEE (Jamalpur) may be 
utilised for training on material management functioning.    Already for IRSS 
probationers, one course is being held at Jamalpur.  Similar courses should be 
started for Sr. Supervisors/Purchase Assistants etc.   Sr. Prof/MM, RSC should 
co-ordinate with Dir/IRIMEE and design modules for such training of 
supervisory Staff/purchase staff at IRMEE to start with. 
 
4.  Discontinuation of publication of Tender Notices in Newspapers. 
 
Board’s View Railway should publish only cryptic/smaller information in 
newspapers. CVC/ Vigilance Dte. guidelines on transparency desire publication 
in newspapers and same to be continued, giving website address details. 

 
5.   Provision of Mandatory Tender condition for submission of financial 
terms in the specified fields only in IREPS. 

 
Board’s View: A suitable clause may be inserted by Railways in their general 
and special tender conditions in this regard by concerned Railways as these 
General and Special tender conditions sets in EPS are inserted by zonal Rly, 
only. Railways have been provided with facilities to add new special conditions 
set in e-tenders. In case of any problems, GM/CRIS may be consulted for 
suitable provisions in this regard. 
 
Northern Railway should also follow existing policy instructions in e-tender 
opening with printing of various tabulations only instead of printing of each e-
offer separately at the time of tender opening. 
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NER 1. In the newly commissioned e-procurement system, the total value of the 
offer in the comparative statement is not appearing. This is being done 
manually. This should be arranged in the system itself.  
 
Board’s View: This is under examination and will be done by CRIS. 
 
2. In the e-procurement, the cost of tender document is still to be deposited 
through demand draft, causing lot of delay and inconvenience. This should be 
arranged electronically. 
Board’s View This is under examination with NR as per recommendations of 
Director level committee and shall be executed by CRIS in consultation with 
NR. 

NFR Unified PLs: There is a need to unify the PL Nos. so that benefits of 
computerization can be fully derived. To begin with, we may take up RDSO 
approved items. This can be attempted by forming a Committee with time 
bound schedule as done earlier for WAP-6 items. 
Board’s View:  Nominated zonal Railways/ PUs for each major group may be 
contacted on continuous basis. 
 

SR a)    Inclusion of Annual Maintenance Charges and cost of spares in
tenders    
 
Board’s View: Once offers are evaluated inclusive of AMC & cost of spares 
etc, all stage approvals should also be based on such value after including all 
cost elements. 
                     
b)    Delegation of powers to DRMs / CWMs for inclusion of unregistered 
firms in LT panel and for making 100% advance payment against 
proforma invoice up to the purchase powers of the respective Stores 
officers at Divisions /Workshops. 
 
Board’s view: This shall be examined in Board’s Office in consultation with 
finance directorate.   
 
c)   Quantum of penalty to be levied in terms of percentage value of 
cancelled quantity: 

 
 In view of enhancement of percentage of SD from 5% to 10%, a 
reference has been made to review the present system of levy of General 
Damages and to advise exact quantum of GD to be levied (in terms of 
percentage value of the cancelled quantity) wherever the current market rate 
cannot be ascertained.  
 
Board’s View: G.D. is contract specific penalty and is to be based on market 
assessment only and in case Railways cannot ascertain Market Rate, then no 
outside agency/Railway Board can pre-specify such penalty to be universally 
applicable in all cases. In absence of assessment of General Damage Cost by 
Zonal Rlys, same may not be leviable. However Railways may levy pre-
estimated damages in such cases, if specified in the tender documents & 
Purchase orders. 
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SER 1.   To ensure timely availability of TRD items, it is suggested to widen the 
vendor directory of CORE for supply of TRD items by developing new sources 
or make the existing vendors more responsive or authorize Zonal Railways to 
procure from the open market with stringent inspections. 
 
Board’s View: Railways can frame appropriate eligibility criterian for 
procurement as suggested under GM’s powers. 
 
2.   RDSO has revised the specification of certain general electric items which 
were earlier procured against IS specification under DGS&D Rate Contracts.  It 
is suggested that for general purpose items, RDSO should be advised to refrain 
from making revision of specifications, particularly for the items which are not 
used for rolling stock maintenance or non-safety item as it will result in limiting 
suppliers and procurement at higher rates. 
 
Board’s View: As per existing guidelines all policy instructions having major 
financial implications should be issued with finance  concurrence and all 
Railways should follow the policy instructions as issued by Finance Directorate 
in this regard vide Board’s letter No.F(X)I/2009-10/2(Misc.) dated 04-05-2009. 
 

WR 1.   In case of S&T Cables being non-stock item, individual purchase orders are 
placed based on different paying units in the same tender case.  It is requested 
to issue instructions for operation of 30% Option Clause based on total quantity 
finalized in the tender for which Acceptance letter has been issued.  

 
 Further in case of multiple orders issued against the same tender for the same 
item, clarification is also needed as to whether the 30% Option Clause can be 
operated for the POs for which the D.P. has already expired, but the D.P is 
otherwise available for the other orders. 

 
Board’s View:  
(i)A Contract through Purchase Order is governed by contract conditions in 
Purchase Order including quantity option & D.P. etc. A contract can have more 
than one consignee and more than one paying Unit. There are no restriction on 
this account from Rly. Bd. 
(ii)30% option clause is to be governed w.r.t. contract/ P.O. quantity on a 
supplier. Tender quantity has no meaning at contract performance stage. D.P. 
is also governed contract-wise only & not w.r.t. other P.O./contracts. 
(iii) The issue of option clause will be revisited in Board’s office. 
 
2. Purchase of Liquid soap from large scale / reputed manufacturers being 
an important Passenger Amenity / Image making item.    

 
Board’s View Powers exist with zonal railways to issue limited tenders on 
reputed manufacturers and accredited agents.  These should be exercised 
wherever required as is being done on NR & other Railways. 

 
3.   Difficulties are being faced by Zonal Railways in finalizing the tenders of 6 
Quad Cables in absence of standard/approved PVC formula.  The matter has 
been referred to EDRS(C) by this Railway vide D.O letter No.S/07/Cable-
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Policy/0 dtd 13.05.09. It is requested that Board may finalise / approve the 
PVC formula for the above item. 

 
Board’s View: these are under examination by EDs committee at Railway 
Board. 

 
ECR 1.       Being small requirements of items for three phase electric locos, it is 

suggested that such items may be centralized for procurement at CLW. 
 
Board’s View: This was discussed with COS/CLW and ECR jointly.  A 
reference be made to COS/CLW in this regard by COS/ECR. 
 
2.       Risk Purchase:- Risk purchase clause should be abolished as risk 
purchase is a cumbersome process and does not result in very objective of 
ensuring timely deliveries. The procedure should be to cancel the order by 
forfeiting the SD money, if deposited by firm, or levying general damages @ 
10% of defaulted value and further ordering for next one year should be 
stopped, considering his bad performance and case should be closed. 
 
Board’s View: Risk purchase is dispensed with for value below Rs. 1 lakh.  
Dispensation of risk purchase with petty/small value contracts shall be 
examined. 
 
3.       There is no specific delegation of power for dealing with sale tender. 
Delegation of power for dealing with sale tender needs to be issued by Railway 
Board.  
 
Board’s View: The same is under examination in stores directorate. 
 

NCR Authentication of IREPS system generated commercial/financial statement, 
which is signed and digitally authenticated by tender opening officials of Stores 
and Accounts Deptt., as vetted tabulation statement in IREPS tenders, instead 
of separate vetting of the same as insisted by finance branch.  

 
Board’s View: This is already under examination with Finance Dte. in Board’s 
office. 

NWR Tender cost:  In case of procurement from pre-approved sources, cost of tender 
document in e-procurement system should be done away with.   
 
Board’s View: The proposal for dispensation for tender cost in OT from pre-
approved sources shall be processed in consultation with finance directorate in 
Board’s office.   

SWR D&G charges on RSP item are not to be built in the estimates and material 
worth Rs 100 Cr. to be purchased under these estimates which is not possible 
for Stores Department to perform without creating post.   
 
Board’s View: A memorandum would be moved for Board’s approval. 

CLW The recent instructions on operation of option clause are being linked with 
“Rates” while Option clause shall be to take care of fluctuations in requirement 
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in said contract period only. 
 
CLW especially in high value items of 3-Phase locomotives, subsequent rates 
are lower because of more and more indigenization and competition, thus 
resulting into subsequent communication with the firms for downward revision of 
the rate against the previous orders else impose (-) 30% option clause. These 
are being protested from suppliers’ side. Further operation of (-) 30% option 
clause only because of subsequent lower rate is again going to affect supply in 
required contract period.   As vendors in contracts for the subsequent period are 
not ready to prepone delivery, therefore, operation of option clause may be 
limited with fluctuation in requirement in specific contract period only. 
 
Board’s View: Enforcement of contractual conditions (mutually accepted 
between Railway & vendors) do not need any prior consent/concurrence and 
should be operated on merit to safeguard Railway’s interest wherever 
applicable.  However, the existing policy guidelines shall be reviewed for option 
clause as a whole. 

 
DLW Vide Board’s letter Dt. 16/02/09, it has made it compulsory for all requisitions to 

be signed by an SAG officer at DLW  as no purchase by field unit (Depot) is 
made due to proximity of COS office. Therefore delegation to JAG officers may 
be considered.   

 
Board’s View:  Delegation to JAG level exists for Zonal Railways.  Clarification 
in this regard will be issued for DLW.  
 

ICF Special directives on imposition / waival of LD in production units :  As 
per extant instructions, there is normally no system of waival of LD in supply 
contracts.  In Production, there is a need for a lenient view in this matter as 
even though, not bound to do so, on several occasions, regular and genuine 
suppliers are withholding further supplies or even accepting cancellation of 
balance quantities within the contractual period on request in view of the 
changes in Production Programme.  In order to maintain good industrial and 
customer relationship a similar generous attitude is expected from 
administration side also.  In Production Units, there are frequent changes in 
production programme and hence, the co-operation from the supplier’s side is 
essential either for speeding up supplies or for deferment of supplies.  
Therefore a special directive on imposition / waival of LD in production units is 
required to maintain cordial relationship with regular and genuine suppliers. 
 
Board’s View:  
(i)In all High Value Items, deliveries should be staggered in phases to match 
annual flow of material requirements. 
(ii)Deliveries are generally made part of Contract only after the same have 
been mutually agreed, based on D.P. stipulation given in a tender. 
(iii)In some cases wherever considered necessary, longer and staggered 
delivery stipulations should be made in the tenders and also in the contracts 
itself.  
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RCF 1.   Whenever there is a change in Excise Duty/other taxes levied by 
Central/State Government, no guidelines have been issued for deciding inter-
se ranking of tenders which have already been opened.  Different Railways 
are following different procedures in this regard.   A clear cut guidelines from 
Railway Board is required to be issued for maintaining consistency in the 
decision making. 
 

 Board’s View:- The policy for the same will be processed in Board’s Office for 
uniform adoption in all cases. 
 
2.   With the implementation of Vth Pay Commission, there is an urgent need 
to revise %age of D&G charges for establishment as the cost  per post has 
gone up substantially. 
 

Board’s view:  Board has been following that instead of increasing the % of D& 
G charges, the same need to be revised downwards to take care of inflation and 
advancement of technology viz Outsourcing and use of MIS & Computers. 
 

RWF Revision of Scrap Rates: In view of variable nature of market prices, it would be 
desirable to review the rates of scrap supplied to RWF on a Quarterly basis. As 
per codal provisions, review of scrap rates is required atleast once a year. 
Despite recent instructions from Board that the code does not restrict revision 
of scrap rates more than once a year, none of the Railways except Eastern 
Railway have revised the price. Board is therefore requested to advise 
Railways to review rates of scrap items supplied to RWF once in 3 months 
taking into account the prevailing market rates. 

 
Board’s view:  Railway should review scrap rates atleast once in quarter if not 
every month keeping in view the prevailing market rates for same/ similar type 
of scrap. 

 
CORE Bank Guarantees containing Protective "Notwithstanding clause" being 

submitted by the firms towards security money  
 
Board’s View: This issue was discussed with all the Railways including 
COFMOW, which handles maximum number of Bank Guarantees and are able 
to resolve the issue by talking to concerned Branch.  CORE should also be 
able to do so and in case of any problem, COFMOW may be consulted by 
CORE for adopting similar approach. 
 

 E-payment gateway – This should be expedited by NR and CRIS jointly as per 
recommendations of Director level committee. 
 

 Spot Purchase Committee:  The guidelines with regard to formation level etc. 
will be processed in Board’s Office for uniform adoption over all Railways. 
 

 Option clause – Existing instructions are to be reviewed in-toto in view of 
various problems being faced or likely to be faced as reported by Railways 
during the conference. 
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7.14 Presentations on New Initiatives: 

 
As desired by AM(RS), a new initiative was taken by Stores Directorate 

to have presentations on best practices implemented by Railways on specific 
functional areas of Materials Management, showing good results.  These 
Presentations were made by COSs of the Railways for sharing their 
experiences on these new initiatives and for adoption and implementation by 
all the Railways and for achieving similar results.  During the conference, 
following presentations were made by various delegates. 
 
(i) COS/SECR made a presentation on sustaining cent percent availability 

of all items in all depots.  In achieving cent percent availability of 
materials in six depots out of eight depots, COS/SECR laid stress on 
full scale implementation of IT applications i.e. MMIS and EPS, training 
of officers and staff, laying down targets for officers and their regular 
monitoring, and usage of exceptional reports. 

 
He briefly touched upon the benefits of leasing of M&P in SECR and 
advantages accrued. 

 
(ii) COS/SER made a presentation on online monitoring module over 

internet for coverage of demands, details of contracts, stock Availability 
& Search facility on almost every field and on combination of fields of 
database.  For using these modules, users need to have only internet 
connectivity.  Extension of connectivity to secured server of Railnet is 
not must.  User can try the status of coverage of demands as well as 
availability of stocks in different stores depots while sitting in their 
offices only. 

 
(iii) COS/SCR made a presentation on Scrap Management and how to 

achieve the target of disposal of scrap in present economic slowdown.  
COS/SCR laid stress upon fixing of targets based on input output 
analysis, correlation with targeted works, identification of scrap by 
sectional/trolley inspections, enhanced involvement of divisional stores 
organization in identification, mobilization, monitoring and disposal of 
scrap, realistic fixation of RP keeping in view the current market trend 
and to resolve the problems of scrap purchasers instantly by regular 
review process. 

 
(iv) EDRS/G made a presentation on nitty-gritty of impending Integrity pact 

& its implementation.  During the presentation, the scope of integrity 
pact, its implementation & monitoring mechanism, penalties for failure 
to implement the integrity pact were informed to the delegates of the 
conference.  

 
(v) OSD/IT made a presentation on green procurement concepts:  The 

stress was laid on the need for green public procurement, its approach 
and the mechanism of its working. 
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(vi) COS/RCF made a visual presentation on various aspects of depot 

modernization by commissioning of intelligent ASRS system in shell 
depot at RCF, Kapurthala.  During the presentation, the delegates 
were informed about the savings due to usage of vertical storage, 
enhanced productivity and improved accuracy of the system besides 
various financial and technical aspects of the system. 
 
The copies of each presentation shall be uploaded/made available on 

the webpage of Stores Directorate on Railway Board’s website.  COS/SWR 
shall also send soft copies of these presentations to each Railway.  COSs of 
all Railways were advised to take necessary actions for achieving similar 
results.   In case of any assistance, guidance or support, COSs of these 
Railways may be approached at the earliest. 


